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DIFFERENT SORTS OF POTS

' PottrRlr ' is the name used not only for pots but
for anythittg made of clay which has been fired
to make it hard : vessels for lights, bricks for
roofs or walls or floors, tobacco pipes, drain pipes,
works of art and ornaments, and-things made of
the best and most delicate ' china ' and ' porce-
lain ' (for which a very special clay is used) are all
covered by the general word ' pottery ' ; though
it came fi the irst place frofr the "Laiin woid
potum, a cup.

To make our way among these widely different
goods, in different countries and at differ€nt times,
some landmarks will be necessary. The simplest
are these :

r. What was the material used ?

z. What was the process used to give 11 its
form ?

3. How was it fired to make jt hard ?

4. Was anythirg more done for purposes of
ornament ?

The material of the old.est vessels was common clay,
such as is used today for common building-bricks.
You have probably seen yellow bricks in one part
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of the country, and red bricks in another, be-
riilrse the clay taken from the earth is different in
difterent places. fn this wof, and for the same
rtason, the colour of early pots is different in
fifterent countries. The workmen saw that one
day was better than another, and every potter
nade tests with the different materials which he
came across, and some even got clay from far-off

' daces. Later on in this booli you witt be reading
tte story of how one man came across the material
he was looking for in the horse-hair cover which
be pot on his head. One of the last materials of
rrhich discovery was made was 'kaolin,' or china

re first formed byAs we have seen, pots wel
putting clay inside a basket, or by building it up
bit by bit with the fingers. I have seen a woman
supportittg the pot in its calabash base on her left

' hand, turnitrg it slowly round while the fingers of
her right hand put on band after band, all of the
seme siae, joining them smoothly one with another.
In this slow turning of the pot, we may see what
gave the idea for a later development in the form-
llrg process.

ft was man, not.woman, who mad.e the second
important step in the potter's art-the potter's
wheel. So great an invention was this, that in the
arly stories of some nations it is joined with the
discovery of fire, and agaia we have old stories of
how a Hlgher Being had given it to men because of
his love for them. This step, like the first dis-
covery of pottery, was made independently in a
number of different societies all over the earth.
In its simplest form, the wheel is only a circle of
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wood or of stone, of great weight, placed flat like
a table, and turned dbout a mid,fl_e point-by thg
hand of t workman seated on the floor in front of
it. In Egypt , &t about t!t. lime of Christ' came
the inveniicin of a great wheel moved by the foot'
This gave the potfer two freq hands for working
the ciiy. A little more complex is the apparatus

Making a pot 04 a wheel'

bV which a simple up and down motion of the foot

"i.v 
l. changea info ? turning lngtior, with the

help of a rig:ht-angled rod. Machines used for
**ti"g kniv"es shirp are worked on the same
sVsteni. Making a pbt on a wheel, is not a simple
o"peration and if-talies time before a man becomes
expert

ht last, with the coming of steam in the l8oo's,
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there came the first wheel worked by power, and

the birth of present-day industry'. .
We have iiven some account of how pots were

frred i" lhe ?arly days by putting grass and fire-
wood roorrd the fotsfifrif" fft'.i *EtE on the eb.rth.

The ' kiln,;oii$ciat oven, cam-e ve.ry early in tfe
;kt"g "i 

potsithough even today in.some simpLe

societiEs tlie potters 
"tlo without it. It was prg}-

rbit"-a*"*tdpm*ttt ol thg system of keep+g Jh*
nr""i"side walis, to make theheat gre9.!er, the low
**tt being made higher Fy {.Srees till it became a

io""a,ho"llow struCture in ttre form of a bell, with
hoies 

"t 
tn. sid.e for making up the fire and letting

i" t[" air, and one at the top as an outlet for the
r*;k;.- Ot a hole was madb in the earth and a
fit" Ft in itt* hole, with th". pots massed round it,
to U-" icept at a siow, level 

-heat for some d'ays'

Sornetimbs, but not very frequetlly, J?rly potters
would put their pots through tlq firing process

twice, irt even tf,ree times, making them even

harder.
For hund.reds of years men hqve gone on work-

int;i *tter _way? of making these ovens. Coal,
rU] g&s, and,elecirlc power rnay now be used for
hAffg in place of the grass and wood of elr1y
duru. "mo.h greater heal is now possible, so that
a;'yr 

"na 
Cotolrtt which there was no 'n1ay of using

before may now be used. New, *aYi of measuring
heat have'come into being, so that there is no need

t"i."Vthing now to-be depend.ent on c\allce. The
potter" of tJday makes as much use of science in
f;ti"a his pots ls the breadmaker of today does in
making his bread. 

-
Pots- are ornamented by giving them different
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forrns, by cutting designs on the outside, by paint-
irrg on them in b1ack, white, or colours, or by the
addition of a coat of ' glaze'--generally a sort of
glass-which gives them a bright polish. Different
colours, desigos, and glazes may be put together
in an unlimited number of ways, and there is
still a wide field for interesting ideas here. When
the early women first made their basins, with no
thought for anythitrg but their use, they fre-
quently saw that a design had been stamped on
them by the baskets in which they had been fired,
or by the grass cord which thev had put round the
greater pots wJrile still wet so that they would
[eep thtiir form. Possibly they were' pldased by
the deep black marks burned by the smoke and
the heat of the fire on the unp6lished red sides.
There is no doubt that the usd of different forms
and colours came very early in the history of the
potter's art, though glaze came later.

Clay which has been fired for only a short time
lets in air, ?nd tbil quality was bad for some of the
purposes for which early pots were designed ;
oil or fat kept in a pot of this sort would go bad
in a short time, and the cooking-pot was hard to
keep c1ean. But with the invention of glaze
this trouble was overcome. Glass was quite an
early discovery ; it is even possible that the
Egyptians had glass before they made pots.
Soft pots take on glaze when they are heated
very strongly, and it is probable that some chance
oveiheating-of the oven was responsibte for this
discover!, and in a short time was made use of in
all later firing.

Keeping before us these different landmarks,
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sd that we may be clear in our minds, let us take
sorne simple names which will have to be used
wben we are talking about the potter's art in
different countries.

'' Bisque ' or ' Biscuit ' is the sirnple clay
rcssel after it has been fired once. It lets in aii.
It is only named 'bisque' when it is to have a
gazn later.

( Earthenware ' is the same as bisque. ft is

Pqgently nep! in the condition in wtiich it lets
rn air and water, because then goods inside it
kep cold in warm weather, but it is more fre-' qpdntly coated with a substance which makes it
water-tight, to make it simpler to keep c1ean, or

sort of pottery. , The only way in which bisque is
difierent from earthenware is that earthenware
is something complete, and. bisque is used of
pots which bre going to have a gLaze put on
them. '

' Majolica.' A sort of coated earthenware
named from Majorca, the island from which it was
'sipped at the iime of its first invention. It is
coated with a thin substance giving a very
brightly coloured metal polish. -

'Faience.' First made in Faenza, Italy, an
earthenware generally painted with a design
before the glaze is put olt.

'Stoneware,' sometimes named. ' Saltglaze.'
This is fired at a much greater heat than earthen-
ware, and is glazed when at full heat by potting
salt into the oven and on the fires ; this makes
the oven full of a sort of steam which, when it
gets onto the pots, gives them a delicate polish

(4,802) 3
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lik* glass. This may get cracked, however, if it
is suiidenly put into wirm water.

' China t i3 made in the same way as earthen-
ware, but from ' china ' stone and a special clay
named 'china' clay or kaolin, which was at first
only_to be got Jrom China. To this is put the
powdgq {ormqd by burning bone. This gi}es lt a
beautiful white guality and it lets lightlhrough.
This is the true English china.

' Porcelain.' This is pottery with a glass-like
polish, made from kaolin. It is air-tight and water-
tight. One way in which it is difierent from
earttienware is that it makes a sound like metal
if given a goft blow, and it is very hard. It may
let through a certain amount of- light, but it is
geye1 possible to see through it as through g1ass.
It is fired at a very great heat.

The ' slip ' is a paste of clay or glaze mixed with
water, intb which pots are put-before the first
firing.

The 'frit' is the material forming the glaze,
fired together into a glass. This is crushed and
made into powder, then mixed with water.

The ' glize' is the frit mixed. with water into a
thick liquid, which is put on the vessel before its
second firing. This is, in additior, the name of the
polish when the firing is complete.

+

EARLY POTTERS

WHEN we go to see pottery in a museum, the
EgJrptian things put us in mind of days far back
in the past, the Greeh seem coldly beautiful in
form and colour, and the Chinese seem old and
beautiful in form and glaze and colour. China
takes us over the complete range from the earliest
to the latest processes. Even broken bits of some
of her best pottery are valued like jewels for their
beautiful colour. From China has come much of
onr knowledge of the highest development of the
potter's art. But there-is so much 1o say about
China that we will come back to it later-let us
make a start with Egypt.I The Great One, Ptah, took Nile clay and with
his hands gave it form and with his bieath made
of it a living being. In this way man \Mas made.
So, says the old story, was the first potter5r made
in Egypt. But it is clear from the history books
that the development of the potter's art took
place slowly

Much of" orr knowledge of Egyptian pottery
comes from vessels of different sorts which have
been come across in the places of the dead. After
the burning of the body, the burned bones were
put in special pots, and smaller pots with food or
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water were placed near these for use on the journey
into the Hereafter. Sometimes burning oit-tights
ygre pq! there so that the way might be clear.
The earliest examples of these light-vessels, made

facts about Egypti"T potters. Here is a picture
of a potter using a simple wheel which is iurned
by haSd; in the second- picture is a man placing
pots in an oven-see with what care they ar6

Early Potters j7
hept separate, not put one on top of another, so
tbat they will not be damaged. The last picture
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some 5,ooo years before the time of Christ, are
very rough, of dark red colour, and without orna.
ment.

From the {esigns-cut on the walls of the Egyp-
tian places of the dead we may get a numbef bf

is of a trader with a plate in the market-place.
In early Greece, os in early

Egypt, the Great Ones were
crritited with the invention of
the potter's art. Vulcan, in
hctn got.the credit; the first
fhing he made was again a
form which became a living
being-Pandora. Later Ker-
arnosr the son of Bacqhus and
Ariadne, became the special friend of potters, and
&om his name comes the word ' Keramic,' or
'C,eramic,' which is used for the art of pottery.

For beautiful form, d.elicate work, and colour
and glaze, the early Chinese and some other
nations of the East may take a higher place than

.,the best Greek potters, though this is a question
for the experts. But it is the designs and pictures
on the Greek vessels which make them so interest-
ing and of such value to us. Here, in a beautiful
material which is undamaged by time, the potter
of early Greece made pictures of the things which
were taking place every d*y. It is as if we were
looking at the potter's notebook, and seeing the
artrns, the sports, the carriag€s, the strange little
horses with their thick arched necks, the long
thin dogs, the loose dresses of the men and women,
acts of religion, dancing, &musements, and instru-
ments of music-all in the greatest detail and
almost as the Greeks themselves saw them.

The work was done with a feather brush in
black outline on the red clay. Later Greek
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rspecial oil of Athena, an+ was given as a reward
to the man who did best in the sports of the great
Athena, who kept watch over Athens.

potters made red designs on black, or the two
sorts were used together ; the pictures were done
with a delicate sharp line which was almost pen-
like, and every detail of hands and eyes, clothing,
shoes, and hair-bands was.put in.

The chief use of pots was for the transport and
storing of wine, oil, grain, fruit, and so on, and for
keeping ol,iaes and fish. There were special pots
for the bodies of the dead after they had been
burned, and it is chiefly these which have come
down to us.

The forms and. names and uses of Greek vessels
were fixed in the same way as with ris a certain
form of china or glass becomes a cup, or a flower-
pot, or a basin, or a wine-glass. The Greeks had
fifty or more such forms. Here are some of them,
with the names and uses which go with them.

The 'Pithos.' This was greater in size than
any other sort of vessel, and was frequently made
of clay pasted on a wood frame before firing. It
was used for storing things in, and put into a hole
in the earth with a stone over the top. In early
times two of these vessels, placed mouth to moutli,
were used for putting a dead body in.

The ' Crater,' a wide basin in which wine and
water were mixed. From this we get our name
for the opening through which lava comes.

' A*phora,' a vessel for wine, oil, salted fish,
olives, or grain. The body was in the form of an
egg, with two hand-parts. One design was pointed
at the base, to go into the earth on the stone
floor of the store-room under the house. Later,
iron frames or wood supports were made for
these. Another smaller design was used for the

Greek'Amphora.'

'Hydr&,' & water-pot with three hand-parts for
taking on the head.' ' Olpe,' an early form of vessel for milk or
water, probably copied from an even earlier one
made of leather.
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' Pyxis,' & sort of box for women's jewels.
' Oinochoe,' the vessel with a three-lipped mouth

for wine, or for putting water on the hands of
persons at table, or making an offering of wine
to the Great Ones.

Others were the ' alabastron' for oil or sweet-
smelling substances, the ' lekani ' for sweets, and
the ' kylax,' a thin, flat form, verJr beautiful and
much used by the art experts for ornament. In
it was put the warm sweet wine taken at times
of plea5ure-makirg. Then there was a 'rython,'
a drinking-cup formed like the older horn cups,
and ending in an animal's head. The base had a
small hole from which the wine mlght be taken
drop by drop.

As you may see, the Greeks made use of pottery
for a great number of purposes, for which glass,
metal, or wood would now-be used, or some new
substance such as 'bakelite.

The designs which you see on Greek or Roman
pots all have a history. There is the band of
leaves, copied. from the leaves and flowers put
round the house or place of religion on special
days. The band designs are frequently based on
the cording or knotting which took the place of
nails in early society. The squares and up-and-
down designs were probably copied from grass
baskets or simple cloth. Then there is the wave
desrgn, and the Greek k"y. The suggestion for
this last may have come from two hands with
the fingers locked together. If you put your
right hand into your left and take a look at it
from the side you will see how this design may
have come.

Early Potters 4r
r It rs interesting to see how frequently these old

designs are used in everyday things about you,
in the design of a wall, in an iron railitrB, in the
band round a stone support" It may give you
some amusement to see what designs are formed
by things in your common experience-in the
same ,way as the early Greek workmen saw their
designs before their eyes all the time.

Almost all Greek work was signed with the
name of the potter. There were great business
organizations very early in Samos and in Corinth.
Corinth had an early trade with the Greek colonies
all over the Mediterrane&r, and we' have come
across goods from that town in Italy and Sicily.

, Designs for Roman pots seem to have been
based on the Greek, &s was much of Roman art,
dress, and generatr ways of living. Roman pots
have been uncovered in every part of the earth to
which Roman arms and the Roman form of
society were taken, and thousands of examples of
Roman pots have been unearthed in - Great
Britain. Among these -discoveries are vessels of
very great size, sometimes used for dead bodies,
small vessels for oil-lights and supports for wax-
ligbtl, and one-inch bricks used in the complex
and beautiful brick floors of the Roman baths
and houses. Brick-pipei used in a special heating
system were placed under the bricks of the floor,
because even to the old-time Romans the English
weather seemed cold after the sun and blue skies
of Italy.

Much of this potter's work was done in Gaul,
and signed with the narne of the maker and the
town where it was made on the Rhine. when an
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expert c-omes across a brolten pot in Dorchester,
one of the great Roman military towns of early
Bqtaig, he is sometimes able to iay who made ii
and where and when. The time covered is from
roo B.c. to A.D. 3oo. The pots are strong and
designed for use, and are well formed on the
potter's wheel.

Roman light-vessels.

Roman light-vessels were made in great numbers
and in different designs, though most of them
were of the low boaf design with a lip for the
thread. olive oil was burned in these vessels, a
great number of which were used for lighting
the streets when the army went through the
town after coming back from a war, No- doubt
they made the streets very bright. Experts have
made discoveries of the wood frames in which
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the thin clay was put to make these vessels, in
the same way as plates and much of our cheaper
china things are made today.

When the Romans went away from England
the potter's wheel seems to have gone out of
use, and the less well-made Anglo-Saxon pots
which have been unearthed in places of the dead
are ornamented with small r6und bits of clay
and worked by hand.

No rnore pots were unearthed in England till
about A.D. Tzoo. There are no longer vessels for
the burned bodies of the dead, and the potter's
wheel is back again. From it come vessels for
water and wine, basins and drinking-cups, pots
for everyday use, well made on the wheel and well
fired in ovens.

One of the chief sorts of pot at this time was the
' costrel,' or water-bottle for the use of persons
on journeys. It was flat, like the cooking:tins
used in the ?.rrrrtr and had small rings through
which a cord was put. A great number of these
early pots were ornamented with slip, that is, the
design on the outside was produced by sending
clay and water, in a thick paste, through a small
pipe, onto the unfi.red clay pot. It made a sort of
design, or was formed into small drops, which,
after the fi.ring, were quite a different colour from
the pot, like white icing on a brown cake.

But here the potter's art went forward slowly
and uncertainly'. Work first bebame a little
better, then worse again. Let us go back almost
4,ooo years, and make a journey half way round
the earth, to more important doings.

The potter's art in China goes back to zggo B.c.
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Much of the early pottery was not for use, but
had a purpose in connection with religion. The
Chinese potter was specially expert at making u,

strange animals and birds-cats, dogs, horses,
camel,s, tortoises, and elephants, and the great,
lolg-lailed dragons, which, when fixed on the top
of a house, were able to keep off beings which
might make use of unnatuial powers against
them. Most of these animals were not done in
their natural colours, but were glazed and painted
with circles and bands in blues and re-ds and
browns never seen in any living animal.

Early Chinese cups were of a delicate green,
the colour which went best with light yellow
tea or the clear rice wine ; and green is the colour
of the most valued of all Chinese stones, ' jade.'
A certain shade of green was looked on as havittg
a special connection with religion, and was useii
only by the Emperor and the persons of his house,
and yellow was used by no one who was not of
high birth.

It is from China that we get a special delicate,
smooth quality, the glazes and porcelains, and the
most beautiful colours.

There are roughly five stages in the history of
Chinese pottery. They all have their names, and
if you go to the great museums and have a look
at the Chinese porcelains, you will see beautiful
examples of all these stages.

First there is the stage named from the ruling
family of Han (a11 these divisions are nameil
from the Emperors ruling over China at that
time). This goes from zoo B.c. to A.D. zzo. The
pots are simple , a little like some of the short,
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thick Greek vessels, and most of them are red or
brown in colour with a glaze.

After this carne the stages of T'ang and Sung,
srith the diqcovery of porcelain clay, named
kaolin, when porcelain first came into existelrce.
Then, from 1368 to 1644 came the stage named
ldiog. 'This was the highest point of the potter's
art in China. The quality of the colour and
zubstance was now such that even a small broken
bit of the beautiful blue pottery was of such
value that such bits were beElded iir gold and used
as jewels. The substance of every basin or cup
was tested, not only by the quality of its structure,
but by its sound, because 'music cups' were

, rnuch in request then, and the material it was
made of had to be of the very highest quality to
gwe the right sound when differbnt amount-s of
fiquid were put into the vessel.-The most beautiful Chinese porcelain was in
solid colours, without other ornament, and all the
time the potters were attempting to get more and
more uncommon colour effects, so that new
glazes and materiallwgre produced in ever in-
creasing numbers. Their names were like lines
of verse-' colour of the sky after rain,'-' the
blue of the pl,unr, skin,' ' the moonlight,' and ' the
liquid morning. '

A special tf,in porcelain was mad.e by coating
the v6ssel or cup on the inside with a speciJl
substance. After firing, all the outer part was
rubbed away from the inside coat. Then another
coat was placed on the outside and again fired.
The effect of this was to make vessels so thin that
if you put one up against the light, it is possible
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to see your fingers through it. It was first made
in the r4oo's . 

,

At the same time Persian pots were at almost
as high a stage of development, and as beautiful
It is interesting to see how much of the pottery
of Persia is based in form on the gourd and not on
the basket. You may take this as a sign of what
the weather is like in Persia. A country where
gourds are so common and baskets very little
used is no doubt warm and dry. There are other
forms which seem based on metal goods, and it
is possible that the men and women of eady
Persia had more knorvledge of the working of
metal than of the making of pots.

In Japanese stories and history almost nothing
is said about pots before z9 B.c. Then, it seems,
there was living a potter named Nomui No
Sukune. In those days it was commor, as in
some other early societies, for servants who were
not free to be put into the earth with their owner
at his death, so that the great man might have
servants to do things for him in the existence
after death. Now the death took place of the
Empress, and the potter Sukune made for the
Emperor Suinin some forms in clay picturing the
best-loved servants of the Empress. These he
got the Emperor to put with her into the earth in
place of thsliving servants, so ending a cruel law.

Much of the early Japanese pottery came from
Korea. About A.D. zoo Korean potters came to
Japan, and in a short time put up great work-
places where they made their pots. The most
important of these was at Satsuma and the
pottery is named after the town.
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The Japanese got much of their knowledge

from the Chinese potters, and in the l5oo's they
were great experts. Pottery in Japan never be-
came as complex as ih China. fn Japan, the
making of pots is a family undertaking, every
small group having its special designs and ovens
and glazes, but in China one vessel is produced by
a number of experts, all trained in some special
part of the work. In place of the father making
the body of the vessel, the son painting it, and the
mother taking care of it in the oven, the painting
itself may be the work of three or four persons.

When a Japanese does a picture he takes
pleasure in making it of something which he sees
about him ; a girl doing her hair in front of a glass,
a man in a wide hat, knee-deep in the steamirg
grain fields, but generally he makes a wide
picture of the countryside, the F ujiyama Moun-
tain, stretches of inland water and rivers, trees
and flowers, one branch of a tree, or two or three
water-birds. '

Most Japanese pots are designed for use in the
very cornplex tea-rrraking process, now used. when
friends come together, but at one time forming a
part of the Japanese religion. One of the things
necessary for tea-making is the special apparatus
for heating the water ; then there is the water
basin for washing the different things used, the
tea-pot, the tea basin from which the drink is
taken, and the tray for the burned coals. Simple
lines have at all times been the keynote of design
and form, and beautiful form and attention to
detail were looked on as so important that after
the drinking of the tea the vessels were handed
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round ambng the persons present to be looked at
as beautiful 

-examples of the potter's drt.
The Japanese in addition made vessels fgt

burning" iweet-smelllng substanges _ in, hand-
warmers, ink-trays foi the writing-brus4, teq:
pots, flower-pots,- and cups in the form of small
basins. 5

PORCEI,AIN COMES TO EUROPE

Tns name porcelain comes from an Italian word
for ' little pig.' That seems a str4nge name for a
delicate sort of china. But if we go back even
further in history, w€ make the discovery that the
sm.all, hard, white outer covers of sea-animals,

'the ' cowrie shells ' once used for money, and still
used as such in some far-away parts of the earth,
we.re of a substance very like that of porcelain,
and that these sarne cowrie shells, small and round

- and fat, were themselves named ' little pigs '-i1
sort of schoolboy language. Then after a time
no one gave any thought to the earlier sense of
the word, and this new and beautiful substance
from the East \ryas named ' porcelain'- after the
cowrie shell with the ' porcelain ' polish.

Dr. Johnson's tirst Dictionary, printed in r7SS,
gave the word a different history-fug said it
came from the French powr cent annies, " for a
hundred 5tears." At tfiat time the making of
porcelain was still a secret process. Years before
Iprd Baeon had said it was put in the earth and
after a long time became a hard and polished
substance ; and another great man said the new
pottery was made of a sort of paste mixed with

(4,Boz)
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eggs and the skin of sea l,ocusts (whatever those
!'ere) and put under the earth for eighty years.
From these ideas Dr. Johnson took his acCount.
To us porcelain is such a common thing, used so
frequently in everyday existence, that it is hard
to put ourselves in the place of these Europeans
who were so pleased and surprised abciut the new
substance when they first saw it in the early
l6oo's. Marco Polo, the man who went frori
Venice to China in the rzoo's, was the fi.rst to
say anything about these early Chinese pots, but
no examptres of them came to Europe till much
later, when they were transported by Dutch
traders round Cape Horn. It was of such little
weight, so delicaie, so thin, that it was almost
possible to see through it, and it was as unlike
the common thick pots of France and Germany
as the delicate and- well-rnade Toledo blade was
different from one made by a shoer of horses in a
small country town. Porcelain was so beautiful,
so strange, and so unlike any other substance,
that Europeans were certain ttrat it had been
produced by sorne secret power. Eu,rope was
unable to make it, had no knowledge of the
process, so it was clearfy made with the help of
some power greater than man. It was even said
that good ?orcelain would undo the work of the
poisoner, because, they said, if anyone put poison
into a thin china cup, that cup would certainly
be broken to bits.

Before the traders came with porcelain frorn
China to Europe there was much- good pottery
made wittp a thicker clay. Most of this came from
the East, being taken by the Moors of ' North
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Africa into Spain. Spain made no pottery hersetrf,
but she became the stepping-stone between the
art of the Moors and ttiat of the ]rTew Birth in
Italy.

In the Balearic Islands, east of Spah, & sort of
tin-glazed earthenware was made in quite early
d.ays. It was named 'M"jolica,' from the island
of Majorca. It was very bright in colour, with
a glaze which gave it a great polish so that the
red earth under the glaze was not seen at all,
and years after the pottery was no longer being
mad.e in M"jorca, when it was produced only in
It41y, it was still named ' Majolica.

In ItalSr in r4oo there took place the birth of
Luca dell-a Robbia, who, like a great number of
the young rnen interested in art-in his d"y, was
put und.er a gold-worker. But after a short time
he gave up that trade and made pictures and
forms in stbrle. These gave such ptreasure that he
was unable to make them quickly enough, so he
gave tris attention to the discovery of some quick
process for copying them. It was then that he
had the bright idea of copying them in clay, and
coating them with a delicate, well-fired polish
which was quite like stone, but much more
beautiful and almost as strong.

Round Luca there came into being a complete
school of Della Robbias. A,ndrea, his brother's
son, mad.e a number of baby Christsin clay. They
were dressed in baby's clothing and done in whit-e
on deep blue-you have probably seen copies of
these. They are named the 'Detrla Robbia
bambinos,' that is to s&y, the Della Robbia
babies.
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At the time of the New Birth in Italy the great
ruling families of Milan, of Urbino (Raphael's
birthplace), of Florence-the Sforzas, the For-
tanos, and the Medicis, were interested in the
potter's art, as they were in that of the painter,
the stone-cutter, and the designer of buildings.
A good potter was the equal of any man in
society. The potter made his things not for use,
but for ornament.

From Italy came Italian 'faienc€,' with a very
bright, metal-like polish, and designs copied from
the East.

In the r5oo's the Portuguese traders came from
Chile, in South America, with great amounts of
pottery whose clay had a strong, sweet smell,
so strong that the smell became part of any
liquid stored inside the vessel. There was a
great market for these, and they were said to have
strange properties. They were named 'buccato,'
and the belief that buccaro had the power to
keep away certain diseases became common. One
woman is credited with having got down a
complete cup-with what effects 6n her digestion
is not said.

With the opening of the way to the East,
round Cape Horn, Spanish and Poituguese traders
came with the first small parcel of porcelain
from the East. This strange and beautiful sub-
stance, like some jewel of great value, became
much desired, and the early potters made attempt
after attempt at copying the delicate shades and
clear substance. But not till the tToo's, with the
discovery in Holland of a good white porcelain
clay, did they make anything itt the leait like it.
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The Dutch, who by now had control of the
Chinese porcelain market, took over the Chinese
designs, but gave all their attention to getting a
deep, bright blue. The thick glaze was good, the
colour was bright and deep, but it was not a true
porcelain, It was ,made specially in the tbwn of
Delft, and such blue china is still, today, named
Delft, wherever it is made.

Delft china was at its best about 165o, and
while the forms and designs were based on those
from the East it was beautiful. But in a short
time it became complex, full of unnecessary
detail, even with a twist of strange humour in it.

Most of those early Dutch potters were of the
' Guild' or Society of St, Lu[e, and the Special
Book of the Guild is today one of the most.valued
things at The Hague. fn it are recorded the names
of all the new men who were let into the Guild
and the tests to be undertaken by the young mgn
who were learning to be potters and painters.
Six years of training were necessar/, and if the
learner did not get through his first test he had to
go on \Mith his training for another year before
they let him take the test again. When a man's
name was recorded in the Guild book, he put his
special sign and trade-mark on all his pots, and
ever after this mark was painted and fired on
whatever he made. These marks are all recorded
in the books. English Delft was made in Lambeth,
in Staffordshire, and in Bristol.

At the opening of the rToo's France was making
a great arnount -of good china of an almost porce--
lain quality. Most of this was made in Rouen, and
was of the bright, highly coloured faience sort.
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How the taste for it first becarne general is quite
an interesting story. After her long wars France
had become so poor that even King Louis XIV
had had to give aLl his gold vessels to the nation.
In its place, he'gave orders for plates and vessels
to be made in china of a very complex design,
and the idea was quickly copied by ofhers.

The great families did as the king had done.
They no longer had gold, but they had beautiful
designs put on their new china plates. Works
were put up with the support of the king, and in
a short time the pottery was being made in
Normandy and Brittaily, ind even as far south as
Marseilles. There is an interesting history of
trade war, of the prices which had to be given
for secret processes, of men who were sent to get
the trade secrets of other companies, or who went
from one country to another to make the dis-
cov€ry of how Holland was able to give such a
good polish to her china, or how china was fired
in Italy to make it so hard and glass-like.

It was under a later Louis that the building of
the noted. china works at Sdvres took place--it
was named the 'Manufacture Royale de Porce-
lainnes de France.'

But for a number of years the Sdvres china was
not hard enough for use in the house, and was
made only in{o flower-pots, squares with the
heads of fersons on therir, and 6ther such orna-
ments. E*perts went on looking for a clay which
would make harder and stronger chiil&, till, near
Limoges, a hard-workittg woiran, married to a
medical man, coming across a soft white earth
which she had hopes of using as so?,p, mad.e the
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discovery of the right sort of clay for china. It is
a pleasing thought-that the King a-s a reward gave
her an inbome for the rest of her days.

It was again by chance that in Saxony, !h*t-
under a seplrate iuler, the'discovery was made of
the right Sort of earth for making a hard, qle-ar
china.- A chemical expert named Bottger_had fo{.
some years been ma&ing tests for the IfitS - 9f
Saxonjr. Then, noting gne - 

mornrqg .that his
head-dress of white powdered horse-hair was of
gteater weight than- norm_ally, he sen! for his
Iervant, to Jee where he had got the powder from.
It was, his man said, a new-and very good sub-
stance named Schnorrs White Earth. The hair-
dresser had come across some of it, thick about
his horse's feet, while he was going across a field
on horseback.

The chemist-potter straight away sent for some
of this earth, and from the firing came a china
with a clear, hard polish.

The producing of this china was taken control
of by the King of Saxonf, so-that the potter and
his helpers dight keep their secret safe from
potterrbt other-nations wtto might rnake attempts
to get it from them. They were taken to the
King's house at Meissen, where for some Ypals
theSi were almost prisoners whlle they did their
woik. The clay was put into b-oxes by persons
without the porirer of talkitg, and every workman
had to give lis word not to let the secret out.

The normal mark on Meissen porcelain, wrongly
named Dresden, is two blades placed one across
the ot\er, the design of the rulers of SaxonY,:

The making of pots, as you see, goes all the
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way from a great art to a business. There are
ngt_ a great number of the things made by man
which are started with materials so cheap, and are
of such value by the time they are complete, oS,

l"t us sa5z, Min! porcelain. So*e examples .re
in fact without- price, and the museums which
are their owners would not let them go for any
amount of r-noney. This is not because compleir
machines were uded, or because of advertisem-ent,
or the needs of trade, but because of the taste
and. expert art of the workmen.

In other arts, workers in stone, painters, and
writers make materials qf almost no value into
highly-pricgd goods simply through their expert
use of it. But the potter may put into his work
3 quality which some arts do not have-a value
ln use.

6

THE STORY OF CHINA IN ENGLAND

A roNc time before the days of recorded history
pgts were being made in Stafiordshire, England.
Groups of potters, living on the land, got the clay
out of the earth, and the coal for firing it, and
then went about the countryside trading their
pots. Clay was free to all, even if it was taken
from the middle of a public road. The pots were
rough and of great weight, and almost all of them
had a lead glaze on them.

No chanfes or discoveries of better processes
took place till, in the late l6oo's, there came over'with William of Orange from Holland two
brothers named Elers. They r.Lad been trained
as potters in Holland, and they went to a quiet
place in Staffordshire, far away from all society,
and took up the making of pots. It was a time
when tea-drinking was becoming common in
Englatrd, and there was a great market for tea-
1rcts. The Elers had a wide knowledge of their
art, their work was of high quality, andthey were
the first potters to make use of a salt glaze in
England. LIp to then knowledge of it had been
limited to a small number of makers of china in
Europe, and the brothers took great care not to
let anyone into their secret ; they even made a
point of havirg only feeble-rninded workrnen.


